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Of the various English translations of Freud's major works to appear in his lifetime, only one was

authorized by Freud himself: The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of

Sigmund Freud under the general editorship of James Strachey. In the manner of the

eighteenth-century philosophe, Freud argued that religion and science were mortal enemies. Early

in the century, he began to think about religion psychoanalytically and to discuss it in his writings.

?The Future of an Illusion ?(1927), Freud's best known and most emphatic psychoanalytic

exploration of religion, is the culmination of a lifelong pattern of thinking.
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Throughout this book Freud responds to would-be criticism to his views and claims which i thought

were all apt arguments against the points Freud was trying to make. This was definitely one book

that i was sad to see end. I felt that a lot more could have been said and that it was cut a bit short.

While the ending quote, stated by another reviewer, seems to draw the most important pieces of this

book together and ends it well, it was still disappointingly short. Keep in mind, Freud's opinions and

conclusion that are illustrated throughout this book, and all his others are all products of his many

years as the father of psychoanalysis.The topic of this book seems to be very touchy, something

you can't talk about with people, Freud basically states that you're not going to convince people

otherwise when they strongly believe in something, as people often do religion. As an Atheist



myself, i was more compelled to believe and be encouraged by these arguments and views on

religion.The approach Freud took towards this is not merely the effect of religion on the single

person, but on a civilization. Why religion comes about, and why it seems to be needed by that

civilization. This is a larger form of religious effect than i had previously read about, which just made

this book even more interesting to me.The most interesting point that was made, in my opinion, is

Freud's argument for law over commandment or rule. As an Atheist, i always considered the most

important role of a religion on a society (I'll use Christianity as my example) was to employ strong

unchangeable, yet simple and morally correct rules, or commandments. These created no 'wiggle'

room for any believer, it was either do not kill, or go to hell and suffer eternal damnation.
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